Bone-marrow (BM)-derived cells have been shown to be capable of aiding skin regeneration in vivo by differentiating into keratinocytes. However, the conditions under which this occurs are not fully understood. Characterizing innate mechanisms of skin regeneration by stem cells in vivo is important for the area of stem cell biology. In this study, we investigate the use of novel in vivo imaging technology for characterizing the contribution of BM-derived cells to regeneration of the epidermis in mouse skin in vivo. In vivo imaging provides the ability to non-invasively observe the spatial positions and morphology of the BM-derived cells. Using a GFP BMtransplanted mouse model and in vivo multimodal microscopy, BM-derived cells can be observed in the skin. Our in vivo imaging method was used to search for the presence and identify the 3D spatial distribution of BMderived cells in the epidermis of the skin under normal conditions, following wound healing, and after syngeneic skin grafting. We did not observe any evidence of BMderived keratinocytes under these conditions, but we did observe BM-derived dendritic cells in the skin grafts. In vivo multimodal imaging has great potential for characterizing the conditions under which BM-derived cells contribute to skin regeneration.
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Multimodal in vivo images of a skin graft on a GFP bone-marrow-transplanted recipient mouse seven days after grafting. Modalities include (A) optical coherence tomography (OCT), (B) microvascular phase-variance OCT, (C) second harmonic generation (SHG), and (D) two-photon-excited fluorescence (TPEF) microscopy.
Introduction
Bone-marrow (BM)-derived cells found in skin are known to be primarily involved in immune processes, such as immune surveillance and inflammation. However, several recent studies have demonstrated that BM-derived cells can also contribute to skin regeneration during skin repair processes such as wound healing [1, 2] . One example of this is the differentiation of BM-derived mesenchymal stem cells into keratinocytes for regenerating the epidermis. Several studies have reported finding BM-derived keratinocytes under normal conditions and following wound healing [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Others studies have reported very little, if any, contribution of BM-derived cells to epidermal regeneration [8] . A recent study detected few BM-derived keratinocytes following wound healing, but significantly higher numbers following skin grafting [9] . The conditions under which BM-derived stem cells are recruited to the skin and give rise to keratinocytes remain to be fully characterized. Understanding these innate mechanisms of skin regeneration by stem cells is crucial for translating stem cell therapies to clinical applications.
A large proportion of the studies attempting to find evidence of BM-derived keratinocytes following skin repair processes have made use of a GFP BM-transplanted mouse model. In this model, BM transplants are performed on wild-type mice using marrow from GFP-expressing donors. In these mice, all nucleated BM cells and cells derived from the BM express GFP. Searching for evidence of GFP-expressing keratinocytes is typically achieved using histological analysis of the skin following various skin repair processes [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . While these methods have been used successfully, they are limited by the fact that they require the skin to be removed, fixed, sectioned, and stained. This greatly limits the ability to study the temporal dynamics of the BM-derived cells in the skin, an important factor for better understanding how these cells are recruited to the skin. In addition, processing of the tissue can introduce artifacts, such as distorting cellular morphology or inactivating GFP, which may impact the ability to detect BM-derived keratinocytes [10] . Furthermore, processing and analyzing wide areas of skin can be prohibitively time-consuming. As the presence of BMderived keratinocytes appears to be a rare event [8] , improved methods for detecting them would greatly aid studies attempting to characterize this effect.
One promising method for studying BM-derived cells and their contribution to skin regeneration is in vivo optical microscopy. Non-invasive visualization of the skin using in vivo imaging can offer several benefits. Most importantly, skin can be observed while keeping the three-dimensional spatial organization and the cellular morphology intact. In addition, the non-invasive nature enables repeated imaging of the same skin sites, allowing the temporal dynamics of the tissue to be directly observed. Among the different in vivo optical imaging techniques available, multiphoton microscopy (MPM) is particularly well-suited for in vivo study of BMderived cells found in skin. MPM can make use of different contrast mechanisms to visualize different tissue components, such as two-photon-excited fluorescence (TPEF) [11] for visualizing GFP expressing cells and second-harmonic-generation (SHG) [12] for imaging collagen fibers, a major constituent in the dermis of skin. The combination of these contrast mechanisms is ideally suited for detecting the presence and location of BM-derived, GFP-expressing cells in reference to the collagen-rich dermal layer of skin in GFP BM-transplanted mice. While the BM-derived cells are visualized based on TPEF, the co-registered SHG signal can discriminate between the dermis and epidermis layers of the skin.
An additional imaging modality that is useful for in vivo skin imaging is optical coherence tomography (OCT) [13, 14] . OCT noninvasively visualizes tissue structure based on its optical scattering properties. In addition to structural information, various methods using OCT have been developed for visualizing the vasculature based on measuring time-varying changes in the optical scattering signal [15, 16] . This combined structural and vascular contrast using OCT can be useful for assessing the state of the skin during skin repair processes. This capability is beneficial for studying the BM-derived cell contribution to skin regeneration by providing a more comprehensive view of the functional skin microenvironment. Despite the unique capabilities and advantages provided by in vivo optical microscopy, this technology has not yet been utilized for studying the contribution of BM-derived stem cells to skin regeneration.
In this study, we made use of in vivo multimodal optical imaging techniques to identify BM-derived cells in the epidermis of the skin in GFP BM-transplanted mice. In vivo imaging of the skin was performed under various conditions, including skin wounding and skin grafting. Multimodal MPM imaging allowed the presence of BM-derived cells in the epidermis to be detected. No evidence of BM-derived keratinocytes was observed during normal conditions and wound healing. While epidermal BM-derived cells were detected under the condition of skin grafting, the morphology and spatial organization of these cells suggest that they are not keratinocytes but instead dendritic skin cells.
Experimental methods and materials

Multimodal microscope
The multimodal microscope used in this study was a custom-built integrated multi-photon microscope (MPM) and optical coherence tomography (OCT) system. The schematic of the microscope is shown in Figure 1 . The system used a dual-spectrum laser source based on a tunable titanium-sapphire laser (Mai Tai HP, Spectra Physics) which has been previously reported [17] . The spectral-domain OCT system was based on a free-space interferometer and a custom-built spectrometer in the detection arm. TPEF and SHG signals were detected by a pair of photo-multiplier tubes (PMTs) using appropriate emission filters.
TPEF/SHG and OCT datasets were acquired sequentially. The axial and transverse resolutions for TPEF and SHG were 0.8 mm and 0.5 mm, respectively. Single images consist of 256 by 256 pixels and the field-of-view was typically 380 Â 380 mm 2 . A motorized stage enabled the acquisition of wide-area mosaics covering up to 3 Â 3 mm 2 . This field-of-view was chosen to reasonably match the resolution of the system and to hold acquired mosaics to a reasonable file size for efficient processing. For OCT, the axial and transverse resolutions were 5 mm and 25 mm, respectively.
Bone marrow transplant
All animal procedures were performed under protocols approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Bone marrow (BM) transplants were performed in 6-10 week-old female wild-type C57BL/6 mice, which were used as recipients. Bone-marrow donors were male transgenic mice with global GFP expression (C57BL/6-Tg (CAG-EGFP) 10sb/J) [18] . Donor mice were sacrificed by CO 2 inhalation and BM was harvested from their hind limbs (femur and tibia). The hind limb bones were crushed with a mortar and pestle and filtered with a 40 mm filter. Following lysing of red blood cells with an ACK lysing buffer, cells were counted and diluted to a concentration of approximately 7 Â 10 6 cells/ml and kept on ice prior to transplantation. Recipient mice were treated with radiation from a cobalt-60 source (2 doses of 6 GY, administered 4 hours apart). Donor BM cells were transplanted by tail vein injection (150 ml, 10 6 cells).
Wounding and grafting
Full-thickness excisional wounds were made in the ear skin of BM-transplanted mice at least 8 weeks after BM transplantation. Under the guidance of a stereo microscope, a 500 mm square portion of the skin was removed using a scalpel. The wound was imaged periodically to monitor the progress of the wound healing. Skin grafts were performed using wild-type C57BL/6 mice as donors. Donor mice were sacrificed by CO 2 inhalation and ear skin was harvested. The ear skin was dissected apart, and skin from the dorsal ear was used for grafting. Recipient BM-transplanted mice (at least 8 weeks after BM transplantation) were prepared by carefully removing a region of skin from the back while the animals were anesthetized with isoflurane gas. The skin graft was placed on the recipient mouse and immediately covered with petrolatum gauze and wrapped in a bandage. Following seven days of recovery, the bandages were removed.
In vivo multimodal imaging
For in vivo multimodal imaging, mice were anesthetized with isoflurane gas and placed on a heating pad. The skin site to be imaged was pressed against a coverslip mounted on the motorized stage of the multimodal microscope and held in place by gently clamping the skin. Glycerol was first directly applied to the skin surface as an index-matching agent. Once mounted, MPM and OCT imaging of the skin was performed through the coverslip.
Results and discussion
To investigate the potential for in vivo multimodal microscopy to characterize BM-derived cells in the skin, OCT and MPM imaging was performed on ear skin in vivo in GFP BM-transplanted mice (Figure 2) . MPM imaging was performed using both SHG and TPEF contrast mechanisms to visualize the collagen network in the dermis and the BM-derived GFP cells, respectively. Overlaying these two different types of image data allowed the spatial position of the BM-derived cells to be non-invasively determined, as seen in Figure 2A . The dermal layer of the skin can be distinguished due to the presence of SHG signal from collagen. It is apparent from these images that none of the GFP cells reside above the dermis layer, in the epidermis, a result that is consistent with previous findings [8] .
While the SHG signal is limited to the dermal layer of the skin, OCT provides a more general view of the structure of the skin. The cross-sectional OCT image in Figure 2B demonstrates the ability to distinguish different layers of the skin, including the epidermis, dermis, and subcutaneous layers. Overlaying the co-registered data ( Figure 2C ) clearly demonstrates the boundary between the dermis and epidermis. SHG signal is only visible from the superficial layer of the dermis, as the penetration depth of MPM imaging is significantly lower than OCT. The multimodal information provided by OCT and MPM can be used to non-invasively visualize the skin during skin repair processes. OCT and MPM imaging was performed 12 weeks following a full thickness excisional wound in the ear of a GFP BMtransplanted mouse (Figure 3 ). The extent of the original wound is indicated by the region within the yellow line. The structural OCT image ( Figure 3A) demonstrates the formation of new tissue while the microvascular OCT image ( Figure 3B ) demonstrates the growth of new blood vessels within a portion of the wound site. The SHG image ( Figure 3C) shows that new collagen has formed while the TPEF image shows the presence of BM-derived GFP cells. This multimodal information allows fully-healed regions to be distinguished from regions that have yet to heal completely (area indicated by red arrow). This can potentially provide important information about the microenvironment needed for BM-derived cells to contribute to epidermal regeneration.
To investigate the contribution of BM-derived cells to epidermal regeneration during skin grafting, skin grafts from strain-matched inbred wild-type mice were grafted on a GFP BM-transplanted mouse. The skin graft was imaged with OCT and MPM imaging seven days following the skin graft procedure (Figure 4) . The OCT microvascular image ( Figure 4B ) demonstrates the successful revascularization of the graft while the TPEF image (Figure 4D) shows a large influx of GFP cells into the graft.
To search for evidence of BM-derived epidermal cells in skin, the volumetric MPM data sets can be represented to highlight epidermal GFP cells. In the multimodal overlays, the SHG can be assigned a high opacity to mask GFP cells that have co-registered SHG signal (i.e. cells that are in the dermis). Subsequent projection along the axial dimension of the volume results in a 2D image of the skin with epidermal GFP cells visible and dermal GFP cells hidden. In Figure 5 the SHG, GFP and multimodal overlays are shown for normal, wounded and grafted skin. It is apparent from these images that both normal and wounded skin do not contain epidermal GFP cells while the grafted skin has a significant number of epidermal GFP cells. Many of the epidermal cells in the grafted skin are found in a distinct cluster. The cells in this cluster form a monolayer with relatively uniform spacing between cells. In addition, these cells have a distinct morphology which consists of a main cell body and many tube-like extensions. All of these parameters are characteristic of a class of cell known as dendritic cells. Dendritic cells are antigen presenting cells that reside in the skin and play an important role in adaptive immunity. The in vivo MPM images of the graft epidermal cells were compared to images from a transgenic CD11C-YFP mouse ( Figure 6 ). In this strain, the expression of YFP is limited to the dendritic cells of the immune system. It is apparent from Figure 6 that the spatial organization and morphology of the dendritic cells in the CD11C mouse are very similar to the cells found in the epidermis of the grafted skin, thus providing further evidence that the vast majority of observed BM-derived cells in the graft are clearly dendritic cells and not keratinocytes.
No direct evidence of BM-derived keratinocytes was observed under the conditions tested. However, it is regularly reported that the presence of keratinocytes in the process of skin repair can be a very rare occurrence [8] . The sizeable presence of BM-derived dendritic cells in grafted skin was not expected. A recent study did not report detecting the presence of BM-derived dendritic cells during either wounding or skin grafting [9] . In contrast to this, a different study did report detecting Langerhans cells, a class of epidermal dendritic cells, during wound healing [8] . While dendritic cells are known to be regularly replaced from BM-derived progenitors, Langerhans cells are renewed from progenitors located in the skin under normal conditions [19] . However, replacement of Langerhans cells from the BM has been observed to occur under conditions of strong inflammation [20, 21] . The mechanisms leading to Langerhans cells being replaced from the BM is a topic of interest in immunology and could also benefit from the application of advanced multimodal in vivo imaging technology.
Conclusions
In this study, in vivo 3D multimodal optical imaging was used to search for evidence of epidermal regeneration by BM-derived cells during various skin repair processes. In vivo MPM imaging was demonstrated for visualizing GFP BM-derived cells in the skin, as well as for detecting collagen in the dermis layer. Together these images can clearly discriminate between GFP cells in the dermis versus the epidermis. OCT structural and microvascular imaging was demonstrated for assessing the state of skin following wounding and grafting. Based on the in vivo MPM images, no evidence of BM-derived keratinocytes was observed under normal conditions, wound healing, and skin grafting. However, it is possible that BM-derived keratinocytes may have been present at another time point which was not imaged. This is the subject of an ongoing longitudinal study to examine the presence of BM-derived cells in skin repair processes [22] . The conditions under which BM-derived cells can contribute to epidermal regeneration remain to be fully characterized. Under the test conditions of this study, the lack of evidence for BM-derived keratinocytes, as well as the considerable presence of BM-derived dendritic cells following wounding and skin grafting, highlights the variability and complexity of the role of BM-derived cells in skin regeneration. This study demonstrates the potential for in vivo multimodal imaging technology to contribute to better understanding the general mechanisms by which skin regeneration is influenced by BM-derived cells.
